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I. Introduction

Is green the new gold?1 Last year, the marijuana industry pulled in a whopping $2.4 billion.2 To put it in perspective that’s about 74% more than it did the year before.3 As of today, four states (Alaska, Colorado, Oregon, and Washington) and the District of Columbia have legalized recreational marijuana.4 But, more so, 23 states have decriminalized medical marijuana, including the State of Maryland in 2013.5

One of the most frequent legal issues in states with medical or recreational marijuana industries concerns where to locate marijuana distribution and production facilities.6 In Maryland, new law states that local municipalities shall determine the zoning and planning requirements of marijuana facilities.7 However, the generality of the rules leave them open to scrutiny.8 For instance, can a local government legally ban marijuana facilities from its municipality? And, if it cannot, what do appropriate zoning regulations look like?

The purpose of this article is to examine the regulations governing the zoning and planning requirements of growers, processors, and dispensaries in Maryland. The following analysis will elucidate some of the benefits medical marijuana can have on property values, while revealing some of its shortcomings. Additionally, it will explain the struggles local municipalities are faced with in drafting zoning regulations and propose a solution for future zoning regulation in this budding industry.
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II. Background

Maryland first passed legislation legalizing the medicinal use of marijuana in 2013, creating the Natalie M. LaPrade Medical Marijuana Commission. However, only medical universities, such as Johns Hopkins, were allowed to distribute it. After a year, none of the universities had distributed any marijuana to medical patients. So, in April of 2014, Governor Martin O’Malley significantly revamped the medical marijuana program by passing Senate Bill 923 and House Bill 881. The bills made medical marijuana more accessible to Marylanders by bringing in private capital to help produce and distribute the drug. Specifically, the law provided that private growers, processors, and dispensaries could legally produce and distribute medical marijuana within the state, subject to certain conditions.

For instance, the bills initially limited the amount of growers to 15 and limited the amount of dispensaries (with the amount of dispensaries to be decided by the Commission at a later date), but did not limit the amount of processors allowed. Further, it required that “an entity seeking licensure as a medical marijuana grower shall meet local zoning and planning requirements.” Later amendments to the law reworded the provision to state that marijuana growers “shall conform to local zoning and planning requirements,” or in the case of dispensaries and processors, “shall conform to all local zoning and planning requirements.” Additionally, the Commission agreed on terms that would allow two dispensaries per senatorial district (for a total of 94), plus a dispensary for each grower’s location (bringing the grand total to 109).

About a year later, Governor Larry Hogan, who became governor of Maryland in 2015, signed House Bill 490 into law. The bill made slight alterations to the program. For instance, it replaced the word “marijuana” with the more scientific term “cannabis,” ultimately
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renaming the program to the Maryland Medical Cannabis Commission, or “MMCC” for short.\textsuperscript{20} Additionally, it set the initial license for growers, processors, and dispensaries at “four years with two year renewal terms.”\textsuperscript{21} Finally, it completely eliminated “academic medical centers” from the distribution of medical cannabis.\textsuperscript{22} After a promulgation period, the complete set of rules became effective in September 2015.\textsuperscript{23} Shortly thereafter, the MMCC issued a press release for applications from growers, dispensaries, and processors due no later than November 6, 2015.\textsuperscript{24} Remarkably, the MMCC received a staggering 882 applications by the deadline.\textsuperscript{25}

III. Analysis

A. Proponents Embrace Economic Opportunity

i. Medical Cannabis Raises Property Values And Creates Jobs

Most people credit the high demand of applications to the potential for high profits in Maryland.\textsuperscript{26} The reason being that Maryland law specifies a broad set of qualifying conditions for patients.\textsuperscript{27} For instance, some of the medical conditions for which applications are encouraged are “severe or chronic pain,” “severe nausea,” or “severe or persistent muscle spasms.”\textsuperscript{28} It also includes “any other condition that is severe, and for which other medical treatments have been ineffective if the symptoms reasonably can be expected to be relieved by medical cannabis.”\textsuperscript{29} Thus, since the conditions are mostly general ailments, it is possible that Maryland will see more patients than other states with relative market sizes.\textsuperscript{30}

Correspondingly, this is great news for Maryland’s real estate market.\textsuperscript{31} Commercial property values are expected to increase because of the high demand for retail locations.\textsuperscript{32} Additionally, growers usually
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look for older industrial areas to set up their grow sites. Thus, older warehouses and buildings will become treasure troves for commercial owners once again, rather than vacant moneyless pits.

On the other hand, some believe legalization of medical cannabis will negatively affect residential property values because of the social stigma associated with marijuana. But studies of the Denver housing market refute this claim. They actually show a simultaneous increase in residential property values attributable to marijuana proponents migrating to Denver to work in this bustling new industry. In addition, landlords have been able to capitalize by increasing the rents of their residential properties. As a result, renting is no longer cost efficient for some migrants. They would rather own property and use it as a wealth-building asset. Where real estate developers have realized economic opportunity in revitalizing older houses, there is also a struggle to keep up with demand.

ii. Washington County Is on Board

Washington County is embracing economic development. In fact, its board “unanimously passed a resolution supporting a 45,000-square-foot indoor growing facility proposed by Green Thumb Industries.” More recently, Harvest Inc., an Arizona-based company, offered the town of Hancock a five percent non-voting equity stake in the cultivation facility the company wants to open in the County. If the company wins a license, then it expects to create up to 125 jobs. It has already found an old Fleetwood RV factory as a potential grow site. For a town that lost three factories and over a 1,000 jobs in the last 20 years, the medical cannabis industry could be this town’s redemption.

vest.com/blog/the-effects-of-legalizing-marijuana-on-the-denver-real-estate-market/.
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B. Adversaries Fight Back Against Medical Cannabis

i. Local Officials Concerned About Crime

Opponents of medical cannabis believe an issue could arise if an influx of marijuana use exacerbates the ongoing drug problems of a community.48 There is a certain stigma clouding the medicinal benefits of marijuana.49 Specifically, society looks down on marijuana for being a "gateway drug."50 For instance, it is regarded as a drug that may not be especially dangerous but may lead to harder drugs like heroin or cocaine.51 The issue confounding some local governments in Maryland is whether or not state law preempts them from legally banning medical cannabis in their municipality?

Recently, the California Supreme Court upheld a local zoning ban on medical cannabis facilities from operating within its jurisdiction despite state law permitting medicinal cannabis.52 In City of Riverside, the Court discussed three ways local legislation could be preempted by state law: expressly, by implication, or by conflict.53 First, state law expressly preempts local legislation when it clearly and completely covers the subject matter, as it is exclusively a state matter.54 Second, state law impliedly preempts local legislation when it partially covers the subject matter, but as it is exclusively a state matter.55 Third, and lastly, State law preempts local legislation when it partially covers the subject matter but allowing the local ordinance would be so adverse to the state as to outweigh the benefit to the locality.56 On the other hand, the Court made clear that there is “no preemption where state law expressly or implicitly allows local regulation.”57

In this case, the Court found that California’s state cannabis legislation in no way limited local regulation of medical cannabis facilities or authorized the existence of such facilities.58 Further, the Court opined that legislation enacted by the voters of California only meant to create a “narrow exception to the criminal law for medical marijuana possession.”59 Finally, the Court offered additional support saying that the local interests of each municipality may vary from jurisdiction to
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jurisdiction. Thus, facilities that dispense medical marijuana may pose a danger of increased crime, congestion, blight, and drug abuse, and the extent of this danger may vary widely from community to community.

ii. Anne Arundel County’s Proposed Ban

Similar to the government officials in the City of Riverside, the Anne Arundel County Executive, Steve Schuh, is concerned with possible crime resulting from the decriminalization of marijuana. Schuh said the state regulations on who can grow and obtain medical marijuana are so loose that they amount to legalizing recreational marijuana uses. The potential consequences for Anne Arundel, he said, include medical cannabis being resold on the street and would-be robbers stalking patients who leave dispensaries carrying as much as $3,000 worth of pot. Schuh initially proposed a ban, but was quelled after not receiving enough support to move forward.

Furthermore, on September 22, 2015, the Attorney General of Maryland, Brian Frosh, issued an advisory opinion on whether state law preempted Schuh’s locally proposed ban. Frosh wrote, “the laws on medical marijuana... specifically authorize entities registered and licensed under its provisions to perform certain acts related to medical marijuana, from use and possession to manufacture and sale.” He continued, “the law expressly states that persons who act under the authority of the law may not be subject to arrest, prosecution, or any civil or administrative penalty, including a civil penalty or disciplinary action by a professional licensing board, or be denied any right or privilege, for the medical use of cannabis.” Thus, Frosh believes that state law expressly preempts Schuh’s ban because it clearly and completely covers the subject matter, as it is exclusively a state matter.

As a result, Schuh and the Anne Arundel County Council came together in October and proposed “some of the strictest medical marijuana regulations in Maryland.” Schuh’s proposal would “prevent businesses from operating within 1,000 feet of schools and homes,
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and prohibit window displays of marijuana.” Additionally, growers must have armed security, be located on at least 10 acres, and may not emanate light at night.

C. The Problem With Onerous Regulations

i. Avoiding “Green Zones”

However, draconian zoning regulations could have harsh unintended consequences, such as limiting medical cannabis businesses to only certain areas within a municipality. Thus, “clustered pockets” of medical cannabis dispensaries may limit the availability of patients to prescribed medical cannabis. Additionally, medical cannabis businesses are typically treated like businesses that deal in the “vices” (liquor stores, adult film stores, etc.) due to their secondary effects. A cluster of medical cannabis businesses with other like-businesses could lead to a poor business climate. Finally, medical cannabis companies would run each other out of business in areas that are appropriately called “green zones.” Since they are in such close proximity, they would suffer from unhealthy competition.

ii. Baltimore County’s Solution

Initially, the Baltimore County Council proposed strict zoning regulations, similar to those of Anne Arundel County. For instance, medical marijuana businesses could not be located within 1,000 feet of a house of worship, a public or private school, a public park or public recreation facility, a public library, a child care home, a residential lot, or within 2,500 feet of another medical marijuana dispensary. However, advocates of medical cannabis argued that the regulations would
essentially ban marijuana businesses from Baltimore County altogether. 80

In response, the Baltimore County Council revised their plan, deleting many of the burdensome regulations. 81 For example, the new plan merely states, “[a] medical cannabis dispensary may not be located within 500 ft. of a public or private elementary school, middle school, or high school; or, within 2,500 ft. of another medical cannabis dispensary.” 82 Additionally, the regulations allow dispensaries within business districts and growing and processing facilities within certain rural zones. 83 However, in commercial revitalization districts or resource preservation and environmental enhancement zones a person must obtain a special exception. 84 A special exception “can be granted by an administrative judge after a public hearing.” 85

IV. Conclusion

In the end, Baltimore County’s zoning and planning requirements on medical cannabis facilities provide the best roadmap for bipartisan workmanship. 86 As such, other local municipalities in Maryland need to strike a balance between onerous regulations and the large demand for medical cannabis. 87 Both arguments for and against medical cannabis are grounded in the public’s well being, so both sides will lose if they do not find a middle ground. 88

Furthermore, the state should explicitly mandate in the statute that local governments must allow the existence of marijuana growers, dispensaries, and processors within their municipalities. 89 That would end the debate between the state and local governments over preemption. 90 Until then, municipalities that want a ban will continue to argue for one. 91 Most recently, the Calvert County Council “ask[ed] state lawmakers to give counties the option of banning marijuana dispensaries and growing facilities within their borders.” 92 Reportedly,
they are willing to take the State to court over the matter.93 As such, it is imperative that the General Assembly take up the matter before licenses are issued this fall.94
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